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Agenda

• Carequality Intro

• Participation Opportunities

• Implementation Guide Feedback

• Steering Committee Update

• Initial Rollout Update

• Looking Ahead
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What if you had a cell phone plan that 

only allowed you to call other 

customers of your carrier? 

That’s the situation 
for most healthcare 

providers today, 
when they join a 

data sharing network.

The Challenge
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Carequality creates a standardized, national-level interoperability 

framework to link all data sharing networks

Carequality is creating a web of interconnected networks

The Solution
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The Power of Connecting Networks
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How do you get nationwide connectivity? 
Clinic by clinic, hospital by hospital?

Data sharing networks have already connected 
many participants. The connections grow 
exponentially by connecting these networks. 

If you connect six clinics, you might reach a 
few dozen physicians.  

If you connect six networks, you can reach 
thousands of physicians.
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Participation Opportunities
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Carequality Member Survey

• We want to hear from you!

• Watch for a Cognito Forms survey coming out in October

• Please provide your feedback on what’s going well, what could be 
improved, and where we could provide additional value
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Advisory Council

• The Advisory Council application process is now open!
• Please consider applying or having someone from your organization apply

• The application can be accessed at:

https://www.cognitoforms.com/TheSequoiaProject1/AdvisoryCouncilApp
lication

• Applications will be accepted through 5 PM Pacific on Friday October 23rd

• Reminder that terms are for two years, although half of the new Council 
will randomly draw one-year terms in order to set up staggered turnover 
going forward

• Contact admin@carequality.org with any questions
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Role of the Advisory Council

• First and foremost – provide perspectives and insight from a broad 
spectrum of healthcare stakeholders

• Specifically:

– Reviewing and revising draft work products that will be presented to 
the Steering Committee for approval

– Providing input on the work products at specific milestones in the 
development process

– Recommending adoption (or not) of final work products to 
the Steering Committee

– Providing input to the Steering Committee on prioritizing proposed 
projects

– Providing panel members to hear disputes as part of the Carequality 
Dispute Resolution Process.
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Implementation Guide Feedback
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Non-Discrimination Principle

From the Carequality Principles of Trust:

Carequality Implementers will promote interoperability by not 
discriminating against other Carequality Implementers.

Carequality’s goal is to enhance and enable interoperability by reducing the 
technical and policy barriers that exist today. This goal cannot be realized if 
Implementers selectively restrict interoperability with other Implementers….
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Non-Discrimination – Initial Implementation Guide

• Interpreted the prohibition on selective exchange for treatment purposes 
as effectively prohibiting the charging of fees between implementers

– Fees can’t be charged, effectively, without a legal agreement

– The need for separate legal agreements between parties has long 
been a barrier to widespread exchange

• Advisory Council feedback:  prohibiting fees between implementers could 
significantly impact adoption of the Carequality framework

• Options for reducing the selective exchange barrier, while not excluding 
particular business models, will be discussed by the Steering Committee 
and the Council
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Steering Committee Update
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Introducing the 2015/2016 Steering Committee
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Representative Organization Representative Group

Hans Buitendijk Cerner Vendor

Michael Hodgkins AMA Physicians

Kevin Isbell Kaiser Permanente Provider organization

Mark Janiszewski Greenway Vendor

Leslie Kelly-Hall Healthwise Consumer

Rob Klootwyk Epic Vendor

Kathy Lewis Surescripts Network

Keith McNeice Carolinas HealthCare System Provider organization

James Murray CVS MinuteClinic Other

Patrice Nedelec lifeIMAGE Network

Aaron Seib NATE Network

Ryan Stewart Dignity Health Provider organization

Kitt Winter SSA Government agency
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Initial Rollout Update
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Initial Rollout Participants
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Initial Rollout - Summary

• Parallel work is underway on many separate tracks:

– Technical specs

– Legal agreements

– Implementation Guide

– Dispute resolution process

– Application process

– Connectivity testing

• Initial Rollout Participants are playing a key role in finalizing all of the 
necessary elements
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Legal Agreements

• Background:

– Carequality Connected Agreement (CCA) and Directory Sub-Entry 
(DSE) Terms implement the Principles of Trust in legally binding terms

– Broadly reviewed by Advisory Council, Steering Committee, and Initial 
Rollout group late Spring and early Summer

– In-person meeting of initial rollout group in late August allowed for 
quick progress on many areas

• Current status:  Most recent draft circulated this week

• Next step:  Final initial group discussion Friday 10/2 (adoption of final 
version for signature targeted mid-October)
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Implementation Guide

• Background:  

– Guide details both technical specs and business/policy requirements 
for a specific use case (initial use case is Query-Based Document 
Exchange)

– Business and policy requirements developed by Trust Framework 
Work Group

– Review by Advisory Council and Initial Rollout group

• Current status:  Review and discussion of key non-discrimination 
provisions

• Next step:  Approval of version 1.0 for initial implementation targeted for 
October
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Technical Specs

• Background:

– Technical specs are part of the Query-Based Document Exchange use 
case Implementation Guide

– Specs were developed by the Query Work Group

– Public comment period ended mid-July

– Final meeting of Query Work Group 9/21

• Current status:  Ready for final review and adoption

• Next step: Approval of version 1.0 for initial implementation (targeted for 
mid-October due to linkage with business and policy requirements)
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Dispute Resolution Process

• Background:

– Process referenced in Carequality Connected Agreement but 
separately specified

– Provides interpretation of Carequality requirements in order to help 
resolve disputes among Implementers and DSEs

– Feedback provided by initial rollout group during late August in-person 
session

• Current status:  Updated draft prepared for review

• Next step:  Final review with adoption targeted for early October
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Implementer Application Process

• Background:

– Focused on an Implementer’s obligations under the Carequality 
Connected Agreement

– What checks can we perform to provide assurance that an applicant 
can meet its obligations as an Implementer?

– Need to balance operational burden (and accompanying cost) with 
need to establish trust among Implementer community

• Current status:  Draft application form complete, holding on review 
pending final version of legal documents

• Next step:  Adoption in early-mid October, pending outcome of legal 
agreement and Implementation Guide review
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Connectivity Testing

• Initial rollout group members are beginning to test connectivity, in 
anticipation of legal agreements being completed

• Informal version of partner testing required by Implementation Guide 
prior to go-live

• Identify network configuration or other necessary changes early

• Proceeding based on readiness level of individual organizations
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Joining the Initial Rollout

• The Initial Rollout’s first phase, adopting the Carequality legal framework, 
is drawing toward completion

• The second phase, production exchange under the Query-Based 
Document Exchange Implementation Guide, is getting underway

• If your organization is interested in participating and would like to set up 
time to discuss options, contact admin@carequality.org
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Looking Ahead
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There’s a lot more to health IT 
interoperability than document 
queries.

The initial Query-Based Document 
Exchange Use Case is just the 
beginning.

The Carequality framework is 
flexible and is meant to be applied 
to many different use cases.
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Moving Forward

• Exploring other areas for potential use cases

• Prioritizing extensions and enhancements 
for Query-Based Document Exchange

• Likely areas of future work include:

– Patient consent

– Data-element queries (FHIR)

– Push-based transactions

– Images and other specialized content
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If you’d like to join the conversation, please contact us at admin@carequality.org
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Thank You!
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